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Today’s Topics

1. Election Overview for AAPIs (Karin Wang)
2. Hate Violence and Intimidation (Jiny Kim)
3. Executive and SCOTUS Nominations (Jiny Kim)
4. Voting Rights (Jiny Kim)
5. Census/Redistricting (Jiny Kim)
6. Concerns for Arab, Middle Eastern, Muslim, South Asian communities (Aarti Kohli)
7. Immigration Enforcement (Aarti Kohli)
8. DACA and Immigration (Aarti Kohli)
9. Educational Access and Diversity (Karin Wang)
Election Overview for AAPIs

• AAPI voters firmly trending to the political left

• AAPI candidates rising (e.g., record 18 AAPI Congressmembers)

• AAPI non-partisan civic engagement growing
Hate Violence and Intimidation

• Hate incidents have increased leading up to, and following, the November 8th election.

• Asian Americans Advancing Justice is working with national civil rights and AAPI organizations to coordinate the reporting of hate incidents experienced by our communities.
Hate Violence and Intimidation

• Please visit www.standagainsthatred.org to report incidents of hate.
Executive and SCOTUS Nominations

• Nominations are often indicative of Administration policy priorities.

• Asian Americans Advancing Justice is monitoring key positions and nominations with civil rights implications.

• We are troubled by nominations thus far, including the naming of Sen. Jeff Sessions for Attorney General.
Executive and SCOTUS Nominations

This Senator Cannot Become Attorney General

- Tell the US Senate to “Vote NO on Sessions.” We don’t want an Attorney General who will not protect the rights of women, immigrants, people of color, LGBTQ and Muslim communities.

We are opposed to President-elect Trump’s choice of Senator Jeff Sessions as United States Attorney General. As an elected official, Sessions has opposed civil rights and immigrants at every turn. The Attorney General position cannot be a platform to fuel discrimination and deny the rights of people.

#STOPSESSIONS

- Take action and sign the petition opposing the Sessions nomination (link in resources section at the end of presentation).
Fewer voting protections were in place across the country for this election due to the 2013 Shelby decision.

The future of voting rights enforcement is at stake, including language access at the polls.

Working in conjunction with our civil rights partners, we will vigilantly monitor enforcement and keep the DOJ accountable.
The Census is a key civil rights issue for the AAPI community.

Critical decisions regarding Census 2020 are being made in the next two years.

We must ensure there is full funding for testing and outreach necessary for our communities to be fully counted and have accurate disaggregated data.
Concerns for Arab, Middle Eastern, Muslim, South Asian (AMEMESA) communities

- Trump has called for a ban on Muslims as well as a Muslim registry
- Advocates are calling upon the Obama administration to revoke NSEERS/ CA Values Act
- Legal Challenges and Model State Legislation
Immigration Enforcement

• Administration will target “criminal aliens”

• State and local efforts to separate local police from ICE

• Pushing back on increased enforcement
DACA and Immigration

• Trump has sent mixed messages on DACA/Dreamers

• Senate legislation and pressure to save DACA

• What to expect after January 20, 2017
Educational Access and Diversity

• Asian Americans are now front and center of affirmative action fight (e.g., lawsuit against Harvard)

• Race conscious admissions question will return to (a probably more hostile) U.S. Supreme Court

• Representing Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders who defend affirmative action, through litigation and organizing

In *Fisher v. Texas*, 160+ Asian American and Pacific Islander groups filed *amicus* briefs in support of affirmative action.

#edu4all
Affordable Care Act has dramatically reduced uninsured rates -- and AAPIs have benefitted the most

ACA likely to change, BUT extent of changes uncertain AND no immediate changes

Protecting as much of ACA as possible and also ensuring any repeal has a replacement; also look to opportunities at state level
• Questions

• Watch out for email with slides and a survey – please fill it out!

• We will be following up in 2017 with action alerts and future informational webinars.
Resources

• Asian American “election eve” poll:  [http://aapifund.org/poll](http://aapifund.org/poll)
• Hate crimes reporting:  [www.standagainsthatred.org](http://www.standagainsthatred.org)
• Affirmative action “we are not your wedge” op-ed:  [http://nbcnews.to/2htGbOD](http://nbcnews.to/2htGbOD)